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This Operations Manual is an offering produced in tandem with a three-month solidarity initiative house held at the Art Gallery of Guelph on the campus of the University of Guelph. The Gallery and the University are settler-colonial institutions. A sign at the museum reads as follows:

“We acknowledge that the Art Gallery of Guelph resides on the ancestral lands of the Attawandaron people and the treaty lands and territory of the Mississaugas of the Credit. We recognize the significance of the Dish with One Spoon Covenant to this land and offer our respect to our Anishinaabe, Haudenosaunee, and Métis neighbours as we strive to strengthen our relationships with them. Today, this gathering place is home to many First Nations, Métis, and Inuit peoples and acknowledging them reminds us of our important connection to this land where we learn, work, and create.”

To this end, we stand in solidarity with the struggles of all Indigenous peoples, whose land was stolen to create the settler-states of Canada and the United States, who live under surveillance, surveillance, and violence on their own ancestral territories. This includes the people of the Lenape diaspora, the original inhabitants of Lenapehoking (more commonly known by the settler name New York City), which is where many of the actions we reference in this manual have taken place. We stand with our relations advancing Indigenous resurgence and decolonization. We stand in support of the return of their lands. This is a call to commit and take responsibility to act in dismantling the ongoing effects of settler colonialism. This is where, together, we must begin and persist.

Along with stolen land, the wealth at the origins of the Art Gallery of Guelph also derives in part from the enslavement of African people. Philanthropist Sir William MacDonald built his fortune importing tobacco from the Confederate states during the Civil War. MacDonald was instrumental in creating the settler education system in Canada, including the MacDonald Consolidated School, which was the identity of this building before it was converted into the MacDonald Stewart Art Centre in 1978. The building was renamed the Art Gallery of Guelph in 2005. This overlapping of land theft, genocide, and enslavement is at the heart of racial capitalism. It is manifested in settler institutions of all kinds, including those of the art system. Let this manual be an offering of solidarity with Indigenous resurgence and Black liberation on the art system. Let this manual be an offering of solidarity with Indigenous resurgence and Black liberation on the art system. Let this manual be an offering of solidarity with Indigenous resurgence and Black liberation on the art system.

This Operations Manual is a tool of study, reflection, and action. It is grounded in five years of art and organizing in New York City by Decolonize This Place in collaboration with dozens of groups. The materials presented here are largely but not exclusively focused on actions targeting settler-colonial cultural institutions. Among these are the American Museum of Natural History, the Brooklyn Museum, and the Whitney Museum. The strategic intent of this manual is to advance decolonization, abolition, and decolonial solidarity. Encompassing notes, drawings, memes, posters, and photographs that have played active roles in our organizing work, these materials are not presented as a reflective archival compendium. Rather, we have assembled them together to create an operational device for intervening in the present by sharing an account of what we have learned in the struggle against institutional amnesia, inertia, and denial within the art system, higher education, and state agencies. Many of the actions in this manual relate to ongoing efforts we consider “open files,” meaning that the institutions in question have yet to address outstanding demands. Hard copies of this manual are available in the Guelph gallery for the taking, and its pages have been blown up to a large scale and affixed to the walls for those who may visit in person. The meaning of the manual resides not on these pages, but rather in the creative ways it is interpreted, used, and eventually discarded when no longer needed. The manual aims to make itself obsolete as we move together along the pathways of collective liberation.

This is where, together, we must begin and persist.
Decolonization is not a metaphor.
To: An evolution of indigenous struggle,
black liberation, and a free Palestine.
Produce a re-arrangement of relationships
that make empire look like this.

BLACK LIVES MATTER
In the years prior to the launch of Decolonize This Place in 2016, the Guggenheim is a training ground for a diversity of strategies and tactics in relation to cultural institutions. A few of us establish Global Ultra Luxury Faction (GULF) in 2014 as an autonomous direct action wing of Gulf Labor Artist Coalition (GLC). GULF is designed to both amplify and supplement the ongoing campaign by GLC to hold the Guggenheim accountable for the oppressive labor conditions of debt-bonded South Asian migrant workers building the museum’s branch on Saadiyat Island in Abu Dhabi.

We learn how to activate the space of a museum and leverage the brand of an institution. But we also realize the problems of single-issue campaigns that are limited to specific pieces of reform rather than advancing a broad horizon of liberation. We rectify what we view as U.S.-centric organizing in the city by highlighting that the Guggenheim is a global franchise that demands cross-border solidarity.

We unleash a series of direct actions inside and outside the Guggenheim in New York and Venice. The aim is to amplify the workers’ demands and force Guggenheim’s board of trustees to meet to discuss how the Guggenheim can build an ethical museum and contribute to strengthening worker rights. One important takeaway is that the default response of institutions to a crisis of governance is to contain and assimilate the crisis through internal processes that allow for stalling, evasion, and damage control while leaving systems that perpetuate injustice intact.

Actions begin in 2014; we utilize the arts of timing, subterfuge and surprise to infiltrate the museum with agitprop materials. We design our interventions to maximize the acoustic and visual potentials of the site. We make our own media, and this synergizes with the coverage by a handful of professional journalists who have been invited to bear witness. The actions, images, and writing run the museum through a new script, hooking the spectacular visibility and cultural cache of the Guggenheim and the artworld more generally to a story of class struggle: High Culture, Hard Labor.

Actions escalate in 2015; bonds are formed directly with workers in the UAE, with workers centers in India, and the migrant justice movement in New York City. Tactics are refined and aesthetics are multiplied, with each iteration sending the profile of the Guggenheim further into crisis. Projections are made onto the facade of the museum, using the iconic structure against itself. People affix agitprop to the wall alongside priceless masterworks, creating an insurance scare; thousands of flyers are launched into the atrium, altering the entire atmosphere of the building; on May Day 2015, a dual approach to de-occupy the Guggenheim is deployed: status-insecure immigrant folks and others wishing to avoid arrest hold a picket outside, and inside, a parachute is unfurled on the floor of the lobby reading Meet Workers Demands Now: Living Wage, Debt Jubilee, Right to Organize. Fifteen people commit to remaining in the building after they have been told to leave, and the museum is shut down.
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We have learned the limitations of issue silos and identity-based organizing. We also know that decolonization is a shell game if land, water, and air are not central. We operationalize a decolonial analysis to create a movement formation that can resonate across and between specific sites of struggle, starting with the centrality of Indigenous sovereignty over the land.

The Brooklyn Museum museum prides itself on both its encyclopedic collection of world art as well as being a dynamic venue for contemporary culture. In the spring of 2016, two shows coincide and draw our attention.

The first is Agit-Prop, an historical survey of activist art ranging from Russian Constructivism to Occupy Wall Street. Images and objects from radical movements are treated as aestheticized relics. The second is This Place, an exhibition of contemporary photography focused on the landscape of so-called Israel. Though technically not funded by the Israeli government, the show is a clear example of artwashing in the service of “Brand Israel”: it uses the cache of high-profile photographers like Jeff Wall and Stephen Shore to efface Palestinian people and their resistance to ongoing settler-colonial land-theft. Meanwhile, local housing activists had sounded the alarm that the museum, located at the geographical crux of gentrification in Brooklyn, is hosting the Brooklyn Real-Estate Summit, and features a prominent real-estate tycoon on its board.

From what seem like disparate parts, we see patterns, connections, and potential points of solidarity. How can we talk about occupation in Palestine without addressing the land we are on first stolen from Lenape people, pulverized into real estate, and now targeted for mass displacement? These connections between sites and struggles drive our organizing and motivate the verbal imperative Decolonize This Place, which is always specific to the conditions of its utterance.

It is under the banner of Decolonize This Place that an unauthorized action is staged at the Brooklyn museum on May 7, 2016. The museum sees the action as simply a publicity crisis, and loudly proclaims its commitment to diversity and community while ignoring the demands of the community groups at its doorstep.

Two years later, a second action weaves these demands into a call for the museum to participate in the formation of a Decolonization Commission. This would redress matters of land, workers rights, and governance. But it now also calls for an inventory of the massive holdings of African and Indigenous art extracted from colonized peoples in the 19th and early 20th centuries. Coinciding with growing calls for restitution and reparations being addressed to French and British museums, the ethos of the action is distilled with the slogan They Want the Art, Not the People.

Decolonize This Place begins as an action at the Brooklyn Museum. What we demand of our institutions must be beyond diversity, equity and inclusion. The demand for a decolonization process in the form of a commission is a single demand that allows us to think not just about demographic adjustments to the institution and simply reducing harm, but about rethinking the whole damn system. A process led by the people, in which the institution participates in good faith with stakeholders. No issue is off the table. Everything needs to be unsettled. Why does an institution need professional curators? An Executive Director? A Board of Trustees? These professionalized roles are elite concentrations of power. They have stunted our imaginations when it comes to what an art institution could be, how it is governed, and by whom. Why assimilate to a system that perpetuates so much harm? How can institutions become places not of curation but of collective care? How will the interest of the artworld in decolonization turn this into lasting material commitment? What are people willing to share? What are they willing to give up? Land is at the heart of all these questions.
In the Fall of 2016, we receive an invitation to stage an exhibition at the historic venue Artists Space, located at the frontlines of gentrification between the Tribeca luxury district and the working-class neighborhood of Chinatown. We forgo the format of an exhibition, and reimagine the gallery as an organizing hub. In the month before the opening, the Standing Rock struggle escalates against the Dakota Access Pipeline. Using the dormant gallery of Artists Space as a space to meet and plan, the Indigenous-led work of NYC Stands With Standing Rock is inaugurated with an assembly in Washington Square Park, centering the Indigenous sovereignty over land, air, and water as a core element of the subsequent work of Decolonize This Place.

Having an accessible hub in Manhattan facilitates connections between different strands of organizing at a city-wide level: Indigenous sovereignty, Black Liberation, Palestinian freedom, de-gentrification, dismantle patriarchy, and the struggles of workers and debtors in the art system and beyond. The gallery goes from a white cube to a living armory. The walls become an ever-shifting assemblage of banners and posters for use in the streets with collaborating groups including Chinatown Art Brigade, Take Back the Bronx, South Asia Solidarity Initiative, Direct Action Front for Palestine, and Comite Boricua en la Diaspora. We redirect the resources made available to us by the institution like printing facilities, audiovisual equipment, press apparatus, and artists fees into movement work: feeding people, screening films, organizing community meetings, making agitprop, planning actions, and developing relationships. This includes actions that target other cultural institutions in the city, including a march on the pro-Israel non-profit Artis and what will become a years-long campaign at the American Museum of Natural History.

Artis is a nonprofit that recruits members of the global art world into artwashing tours of Israel while carefully avoiding the direct receipt of funds from Israeli state institutions. Artis is located three blocks away from Artists Space. Several hundred people mask up in freely distributed kuffiyeh scarves, and stage a light-projection demonstration at the building that houses Artis while trailed by dozens of NYPD. We demand that Artis sign on to BDS, which would effectively end its reason for being—the promotion of Israel.

The experience of Artists Space leaves us with questions about how artists and organizers approach different scenarios of being invited by an art institution: A starting point has to be that such spaces are not separate from the world. They are entwined with the same forces we are fighting in the streets. But depending on the nature and conditions of the invitation, the relation between the art spaces and the world writ large can sometimes be creatively re-enginered. The default for many spaces is to represent political work as an aesthetic spectacle, or to instrumentalize it to enhance their cultural reputation. Art institutions of all kinds function to assimilate radical work into the culture of the art system. How can we be a force of de-assimilation, not just supplying new content for the art system but putting into question the whole thing? To truly make a space operational, a reorientation of relations is necessary, breaking down the professional roles of artist, curator, and staff into a new collaborative formation where we can take and assume risks collectively. Art needs to measure up to us and to our movements, and not the other way around. Art needs to connect to our lives in material ways that help us breathe together on the path of collective liberation.
Note On Training

There can be no radical action without radical thought, and vice versa. This is the basis for training in the practice of freedom: a constant dialectic of learning and unlearning, questioning and imagining, planning and organizing. This training is different from school-bound education, though the space of the school can become one of its operational hubs. Essential to this training is the embodied experience of shedding fear, cultivating courage, developing skills, taking risks, and testing conditions through direct action.

Whether we are talking about massive marches, militant disruptions, banner-making parties, poetry readings, spiritual gatherings, hanging out with friends and family or covering a monument with a parachute, our relationships are key. Such relational organizing is rooted in trust and commitment over time. The sharing of time and space allows for mutuality and care, solidarity and accompliceship, healing and joy, belief and vision, beyond a simple action or campaign.

Desire-driven training honors not only moments of high-visibility struggle, but also the bodily, intellectual, and emotional labor that sustain relationships, movement spaces, worlds, and actions. It insists that movement work is inseparable from reproductive work in all its forms, including the work of art and culture.
A museum of white supremacy is transformed through direct action into a living platform for decolonial solidarity.

The American Museum of Natural History is the most-visited museum in New York City. From its founding in 1869, the museum has been a laboratory and inventory of imperial knowledge. In the infamous ethnographic halls of the museum, non-European peoples are frozen as mannequins in premodern time and sacred cultural objects extracted from their communities are displayed as spectacles of Otherness. This settler mentality is also embodied in the numerous structures and displays honoring the legacy of president Theodore Roosevelt. Roosevelt was, like many of the experts housed at the AMNH, an advocate of the racial pseudoscience of Eugenics. A former general in the Spanish-American war (which created the first overseas colonies of the United States) as well as NYPD Commissioner, Roosevelt institutionalized the settler ideology of wilderness conservation as well. Standing in front of the museum is an equestrian monument to Roosevelt. Mounted on a warhorse, the president is flanked below on either side by stereotypical figures of a Black Man and an Indigenous man, depicted as willing foot soldiers in the course of empire. In 1971, members of the American Indian Movement splattered the monument with red paint in homage to AIM. It becomes a candidate for potential removal by a Monuments Commission convened by the NYC Mayor as protests against Confederate monuments unfold in places like Charlottesville. Citing its supposed art-historical significance, the Commission votes to maintain the monument. The “controversy” is noted with a tiny plaque at the base of the statue. Inside, the museum alters a single diorama, and screens a video about the monument debate. The museum continues to ignore calls for a decolonization process, and claims the monument is out of its control as it technically stands on city-owned property.

In 2018 the monument is splashed with red paint in homage to AIM. It becomes a candidate for potential removal by a Monuments Commission convened by the NYC Mayor as protests against Confederate monuments unfold in places like Charlottesville. Citing its supposed art-historical significance, the Commission votes to maintain the monument. The “controversy” is noted with a tiny plaque at the base of the statue. Inside, the museum alters a single diorama, and screens a video about the monument debate. The museum continues to ignore calls for a decolonization process, and claims the monument is out of its control as it technically stands on city-owned property.

During the George Floyd uprising of 2020, as monuments to colonizers and enslavers fall around the country, De Blasio makes a strategic decision to remove the statue. He rightly calculates that this monument has already become a point of assembly and agitation, and is fearful of bringing the rebellion to the Upper West Side. As of January 2021, the statue still stands.

In 2017, more groups and around 500 people participate to transform its halls by those who have the most immediate relation and stake in the matter. In 2018, the Third Anti-Columbus Day Tour brings a thousand people together, and the tour foregrounds autonomous organizing and splinter engagements by various IBPOC groups taking over multiple floors simultaneously and utilizing a diversity of approaches. Sound as direct action, mic checks, dance parties, drumming, banner drops, leafleting, holding ceremony. Everything was happening simultaneously, and no one could experience everything. It was beautiful. Everyone reconvenes in the hall of Northwest Coast canoes a city-wide assembly to speak and be heard, to share in order to act. This is what a decolonial gathering was meant to look and feel like. This is decolonial aesthetics, weaving together sensory and spiritual forms from multiple communities and traditions, coming together to say to one another: we see you.

While working out of Artists Space in Fall 2016, Decolonize This Place begins a collaboration with NYC Stands With Standing Rock, an Indigenous-led formation of scholars, artists, and organizers. Out of this collaboration comes an unauthorized counter-tour of the museum, a tactic first devised at this by the Black Youth Project 100. The action is held on so-called “Columbus Day,” a settler holiday that has been renamed in many cities as Indigenous People’s Day. The Anti-Columbus Day Tour is unpermitted, and it takes advantage of the fact that police are unlikely to be called directly into the museum, which would maximize reputational damage for the institution.

The Anti-Columbus Day Tour is unpermitted, and it takes advantage of the fact that police are unlikely to be called directly into the museum, which would maximize reputational damage for the institution.

No one pays for entry, and the space is gently but insistently taken over as the collective journey begins. Specific community groups lead tours of the halls in which their peoples and cultures have been violently objectified. Creative forms of pedagogy are enacted, becoming moments of ancestral reconnection. The sequencing of halls becomes a chorus of resonating voices that de-occupy the dead space of the museum with a set of common demands: that the museum support calls to rename Columbus Day to Indigenous People’s Day; that it remove the Roosevelt statue; and that it respect the ancestors by overhearing the exhibitionary and governance structures of the museum itself. The first two demands offer the museum actionable exhibitionary and governance structures of the museum itself. The first two demands offer the museum actionable exhibitionary and governance structures of the museum itself.
The Whitney’s tear gas problem presents some organizing challenges. What does it mean to decolonize a museum that presents itself as the cutting edge of the contemporary, rather than a monument to the past? How can a decolonial formation come together while retaining the specificity of each struggle? Unlike the AMNH, there are no halls to assist in visualizing the violence. The key lies in devising a sequence of actions where different groups take the lead each week, charting a path from tear gas to decolonization.

On November 30, 2018, staff at the Whitney Museum issue an open letter calling for the removal of Warren Kanders from the board of the museum. Kanders is CEO of Safariland, a company that produces tear gas used by police against people in places like Ferguson, Gaza, Oakland, Standing Rock, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Mexico border.

The workers write in their open letter, “For many of us, the communities at the border, in Ferguson, in the Dakotas, are our communities. Upon learning of Kanders’s business dealings, many of us working on these initiatives feel uncomfortable in our positions. We cannot claim to serve these communities while accepting funding from individuals whose actions are at odds with that mission.” When it becomes clear that the museum administration will ignore the demand, a city-wide formation of groups take action. Hundreds assemble in the lobby of the museum around three iron cauldrons emanating the smoke of burning sage, making the air heavy and fragrant. “Tear gas is poison, sage is medicine,” says an elder who addresses the assembly. Fire alarms go off, and the New York Fire Department arrives to disperse the assembly, leaving the museum infused with an aroma of crisis and indignation. The museum is shook, but remains steadfast in its support of Kanders.

Director Adam Weinberg declares that “the museum cannot fix the problems of society.” In January, a Town Hall assembly is held at the Cooper Union to address the Whitney crisis. A collective decision is made by a dozen community groups to maximize pressure on the museum through an escalating sequence of Nine Weeks of Art and Action leading up to the opening of the Whitney Biennial on May 17. The script for the sequence moves “from teargas to decolonization.” Each of the weeks is led by a different cluster of groups, whose specific struggles come to speak to each other across the actions through the shared demand to eject Kanders. “One no and many yesses” as the Zapatistas would say. An unauthorized assembly is held within the museum’s lobby every Friday night. With a diversity of tactics and aesthetics, the groups curate their actions, bring their people, their stories, their culture into a shared horizon. The Palestine contingent offer a traditional debka performance while the lobby is draped with portraits of martyrs; the Puerto Rico crew brings a mobile sound system and a dance party ensues; dumplings and pizza are a regular feature of the assemblies, and pamphlets, postcards, stickers, and scarves are disseminated widely in all directions while everyone photographs, films, and posts on social media.

At the American Museum of Natural History, specificity of struggle was articulated through the Halls. At the Whitney, it is based on the weeks, each of which activates connections between the people and places on the receiving end of Kanders’ tear gas: from the U.S. Border to Puerto Rico.

As the Nine Weeks unfold, hundreds of critics and theorists sign an open letter supporting the demand for the removal of Kanders and the formation of a Decolonization Commission. Hundreds of artists follow suit, including most of the artists in the Whitney Biennial itself. The Biennial opens under the continuing cloud of Kanders, whom the administration continues to support. Several artists in the show directly evoke the Kanders crisis in their works. On the day of the opening, hundreds march from the museum to the luxury residence of Kanders himself. This is the intimate relational organizing that underlies the high-visibility elements of the Nine Weeks sequence.

At the American Museum of Natural History, specificity of struggle was articulated through the Halls. At the Whitney, it is based on the weeks, each of which activates connections between the people and places on the receiving end of Kanders’ tear gas: from the U.S. Border to Puerto Rico. The mingling of people and groups over the course of the nine weeks cultivates relations, fosters conviviality, and leads to further collaboration beyond the Whitney. This is the intimate relational organizing that underlies the high-visibility elements of the Nine Weeks sequence.

As the Nine Weeks unfold, hundreds of critics and theorists sign an open letter supporting the demand for the removal of Kanders and the formation of a Decolonization Commission. Hundreds of artists follow suit, including most of the artists in the Whitney Biennial itself. The Biennial opens under the continuing cloud of Kanders, whom the administration continues to support. Several artists in the show directly evoke the Kanders crisis in their works. On the day of the opening, hundreds march from the museum to the luxury residence of Kanders himself.
Months of sustained action from multiple stakeholders creates an unending crisis of publicity and legitimacy for the museum. But, Whitney maintains its allegiance to Kanders. As the show enters its final stretch, a group of nine artists announce they will withdraw their work from the show in protest, given cover by a call issued through Artforum titled, “The Tear Gas Biennial.”

Artists and commentators alike remain silent about the second demand put forth by community groups and co-signed by hundreds of prominent artworld figures in their Open Letter to eject Kanders. That the Whitney participate in the formation of decolonization commission that would “include community stakeholders and guided by a variety of urgent principles: Indigenous land rights and restitution, reparations for enslavement and its legacies, the dismantling of patriarchy, workplace democracy, de-gentrification, climate justice, and sanctuary from border regimes and state violence generally.” This silence around the commission-demand raises questions about the role of an artist in struggle threatening to boycott a show or withdraw work is one way to leverage pressure for a simple and widely shared demand, and to gain recognition for political engagement; remaining committed to a stance of noncooperation in order to push the crisis to a new level of possibility where power starts to come undone, is another matter altogether.

One takeaway should not be lost: the removal of Kanders has never been about excising “toxic philanthropy,” whether embodied by an individual or as a system-wide phenomenon. It is not about distinguishing bad money from good money. Far beyond Kanders, it has been a gateway to confronting the distribution of wealth and power in a leading institution of the art system whose business as usual harms our friends, families, and communities.

By Sean Bonney

for “I love you” say fuck the police / for
“the fires of heaven” say fuck the police, don’t say
“recruitment” don’t say “trotsky” say fuck the police
for “alarm clock” say fuck the police
for “my morning commute” for
“electoral system” for “endless solar wind” say fuck the police
don’t say “I have lost understanding of my visions” don’t say
“that much maligned human faculty” don’t say
“suicided by society” say fuck the police / for “the movement
of the heavenly spheres” say fuck the police / for
“the moon’s bright globe” for “the fairy mab” say
fuck the police / don’t say “direct debit” don’t say “join the party”
say “you are sleeping for the boss” and then say fuck the police
don’t say “evening rush-hour” say fuck the police / don’t say
“here are the steps I’ve taken to find work” say fuck the police
don’t say “tall skinny latté” say fuck the police / for
“the earth’s gravitational pull” say fuck the police / for
“make it new” say fuck the police
all other words are spoken there / don’t say “spare change”
all other words are buried there

ACAB: A Nursery Rhyme
Prominent voices attempt to rewrite the stakes of the crisis when Kanders was removed. Ford Foundation’s Director, Darren Walker, plays a role in tipping the scales amongst the power elite of the museum, and opines in the New York Times that the crisis signals the need to diversify the boards of museums. In a series of media appearances, Walker presents himself as a moderate buffer between oligarchs and protestors, reassuring the ultrarich that diversifying museums need not require the “demonization of rich people.” While calling for nuance, Walker appeals for calm and warns of “populist anger” and grassroots groups that “want to destroy the system, want to destroy museums.”

Around the same time it surfaces that the Ford Foundation is playing an instrumental role in the creation of four new jails as a “humane” replacement for Rikers Island, a swap that is critical to mayor De Blasio’s criminal justice reform. In response, Angela Davis herself issues a call for protests at the Ford Foundation, echoed by hundreds of Ford fellows themselves in a public letter. Along with abolitionist scholars and organizers, we assemble at the Ford headquarters and unfurl banners that read “If you build it, they will fill it,” and “No New Jails on Stolen Land.” We are surrounded by a phalanx of NYPD prepared for a mass arrest with zip ties and paddy wagons: an object lesson in the historical complicity between the nonprofit-industrial complex and the forces of counterinsurgency. We send a message to the Ford Foundation that we will not be beholden to their money, opportunities, and misleadership.

When the crisis begins at the Whitney, museum director Adam Weinberg appeals for people to respect “the laws of society.” We respond by reminding him that the laws of society have included the legal sanctioning of slavery, the Indian Removal Act, Jim Crow, and indeed the entire juridico-economic regime of settler colonialism, white supremacy, and capitalism that underpins contemporary US society. We know that law is not justice.

Becoming Ungovernable: Museum to the City

The Ford Foundation marks a pivot from the museum to the city at large, and signals the need to continue on the path of ungovernability that we have already tested out and trained for through unauthorized actions at museums. To us, becoming ungovernable is a strategic choice. It creates a crisis of legitimacy for the authorities, which, in turn, provides more favorable conditions to effectively challenge the status. It also helps a movement to maintain its autonomy and stave off cooption from political parties, liberals, not-for-profits, and institutional managers. Becoming ungovernable names the movement of people towards a threshold of freedom with acts of refusal. Such acts both negate and simultaneously create the possibility for multiple affirmations, or as the Zapatistas say, “one no can open up a million yeses.” We continue mapping the sites of injustice from the Brooklyn Museum and AMNH to the Whitney and now the Ford Foundation and beyond, to the city.
F**k the Police, Free the People. The phrases resound in New York City throughout the Fall of 2019. Ungovernability is being operationalized in the city. The transit authority announces that 500 additional cops will be patrolling the subways. The mandate is to crack down on the supposed scourge of fare evasion, criminalizing a survival tactic of the poor in order to distract from the municipal debt crisis of the transit agency itself. The police surge leads to a wave of brutality against Black and Brown youth on the subways, captured on cell phones by bystanders and circulated amongst friends and communities online. In the first of these, 17-year old Adrian Napier is surrounded by officers with guns drawn. The video goes viral and lights the fuse for an "FTP Emergency Action" at the subway station where the violence occurred in downtown Brooklyn.

The intention is not to march but to facilitate people coming together to take unpermitted action, and feeling empowered in doing so. A mass fare evasion takes place. Hundreds of people jump the turnstiles, enacting the demand for free transit that fare-hoppers practice on a daily basis. Fare evasion is a threshold event for many participants, even as dozens are arrested.

Police attacks continue on the trains, and in late November, people return to the streets emboldened. Trainings and banner-making parties are held in the lead up. Messages distilling the spirit of FTP proliferate. Communiques are circulated, printed, and wheatpasted around the city outlining big-picture analyses of the strategic landscape. Dates and times are released in order to anchor and pace the energy of escalation, while locational details are held tightly. Beyond the most minimal information that is shared publicly, the key is organizing face-to-face, without phones. How do we outmaneuver the NYPD when we know we are constantly under surveillance? Few people know the core tactical plans. But everyone is encouraged to break into affinity groups, rolling with friends. People are making their own banners and planning autonomous actions. Principles of Unity were created, enabling maximum autonomy and respecting a diversity of tactics while staying on the same page. Detours, diversions, and distractions are employed as we move through the streets and take over subway cars. What unfolds is a strategy of organized chaos that sends the police into a tailspin. Arrests increase but tactics evolve and demands are solidified. Jail support continues to foster bonds of care and solidarity, and a beautiful diversity of aesthetics blossom forth from participating groups.

Early in 2020, an FTP call is made for Grand Central Station on January 31st; the station is heavily militarized, but the assembly quickly disperses into the subways like a swarm of bees before reassembling at a site elsewhere in the city. A standoff with police encircled by hundreds in Brooklyn portends a heightening of antagonisms in the coming year. People are assertively pushing back on police power in a way unseen since the uprisings of 2014 that were sparked in Ferguson. As the popularity of the demands grow and media coverage surges, the state ratchets up its counterinsurgency measures. Transit actions are framed as a violent menace to society, and supposed ringleaders are identified, isolated, and slandered in the pages of the right-wing press in tandem with the NYPD itself. Beyond municipal budgets and transit policy, it is the specter of generalized ungovernability expressed by FTP that truly animates the attempt by the state to demonize the movement.

Months into the Covid pandemic, the police killing of George Floyd in Minneapolis activates the spirit of FTP across the country and in New York itself, taking tactics, energies, and demands to new levels of abolitionist intensity. "Defund the police" is a pale residue of the uprising, the ramifications of which are only still unfolding.

Since the summer of 2020, cultural institutions have been hot to proclaim that Black Lives Matter, with some even invoking the language of decolonization and abolition that has become currency among artists, critics, and curators. But the record of their actions in response to both the pandemic and uprising show that they have a long way to go to live up to these declarations, and that few are prepared to truly embark on the journey of unmaking themselves from the ground up, starting with the return of land. In the past, we have called for decolonization commissions from below to guide the transformation of these institutions. It’s time to push these initiatives forward.
Communique No. 1 in the lead up to FTP3

01/01/2020

F**k The Police,
Free MTA,
Swipe Wall Street’s Profits

New York’s subway lines were built and operated by private companies until they were no longer profitable. The city took them all over in 1940, and they were placed under the control of “public authorities” (NYCTA followed by the MTA). Directed by political appointees, with no public accountability, these authorities were public in name only. After the fiscal crisis in 1975, politically-motivated funding cuts forced the transit system to finance its operations through issuing municipal bonds. In this way, New York’s subways were turned into investment vehicles by Wall Street banks all too happy to underwrite the high-yield bonds and manipulate their markets. This arrangement has been very good for investors and very bad for users. Currently, the MTA is $38b in debt to bondholders and banks, and 17% of its budget goes to paying those debts, ensuring a steady stream of returns.

So what are the police doing in the subways? Criminalizing Black and brown people and poor people, for sure, by publicly punishing those who cannot pay. But they are also protecting the investments of bondholders and banks. Debt service is threatened, not by sporadic fare evasion by a minority of riders, but by the prospect of loan default and free public transit. We evade the fare in mass to force the crisis and end Wall Street’s theft. The police are there as a reminder of who’s in charge of the system and the revenue streams. Not the MTA; not the governor, and least of all the Mayor. In the public mind, the subway system is failing, but it’s working very well for investors, who escape the blame and make out like bandits because they profit from distress. It’s time to expose this arrangement. These are Wall Street’s trains. Even when they are late, they always run on time.

#FTP3 || #decolonizethisplace || #J31 || #evade || #swipeitforward

Communique No. 1. In Furtherance of The Insurrection

06/02/2020

No More Policing, No More Private Property:

It’s no surprise that a line is being drawn between Peaceful Protest and Destructive Protest. And not just by the authorities and gatekeepers like Barack Obama. Protesters are also policing those who cross the line, and, in some cases, handing them over to the cops. Have they learned nothing from the “broken windows” theory used to criminalize communities of color? We oppose any and every such effort as complicit with the counter-insurgency. Private property, for those who have forgotten, is America’s civil religion. Stolen land, stolen people, or stolen commonwealth—that is the gruesome story of private property accumulation. Nothing is more sacred to the settler, or to his constitutional law.

The historical origins of U.S. police power lie in 18th century Slave Patrols and Night Watches, formed to protect, and recover, slavesowners’ human property. The uninterrupted continuity between then and now is staggering, and sickening. With curfews in place or pending, we should remember how sundown towns used these measures to exclude non-whites.

Nothing gets attention like threats to private property. Nothing goes more directly to the heart of the policing mission. Nothing more graphically illustrates the limits of liberalism. But these are not the only reasons to refuse condemnation of Destructive Protest. The anti-capitalist spirit of this insurgency needs to be seen and heard. Banks and retailers that target, and siphon off, the dollars of poor, Black, and Brown communities are not neutral or blameless bystanders. Nor are the big chain stores like Target that have driven gentrification all over our cities. As for 15 outlets like Chanel and Gucci, we say good riddance.

Any strike against these property icons should speak for itself. But some people don’t get it. So what do we say to those who denounce these actions as “senseless looting,” and therefore as a distraction from the “real” problem of police brutality? Take a hard look at the economic violence of racial capitalism. Tell us that policing has nothing to do with the destruction caused by property accumulation. Cops are not bystanders, they are the frontline enforcers of this system. They always have been.
Study and Action for a New Year

None of us will miss 2020, which brought a deadly threat into our homes, mass joblessness and hunger, and an attempted coup. Fascism proudly showed its face, and the planet continued burning out of control. But on the flip side, the decolonizer’s year belonged to the George Floyd insurgency. Rage, righteousness, and the beauty of dissent filled the streets. The legitimacy of police authority crumbled, while supremacy was shaken at its foundations, and monuments to colonizers and enslavers were made to fall in city after city. As 2021 begins, we encourage people to ask: What was it all a rehearsal for? And what lessons have we all drawn from the successes and failures of organizing on the frontline?

Decolonize This Place always sides with grassroots organizing and direct action, shaped by the radical imagination, and we stand by the need to link people’s struggles for liberation. That is our theory and our practice. That is why we see the Palestinian freedom cause resonating not only with indigenous efforts to reclaim unceded land here on Turtle Island but also with the movements of Black, Brown and LGBTIQ people to shake off the colonial power of prisons, police, and social violence. That is why we support worker control and solidarity economies as alternatives to the global pillage of racial capitalists and debt extractors who have ground down so many, including farmers from Punjab, who are resisting corporate control over their land and ways of life. That is why we need to study, and learn from, each other’s issues and challenges in order to grow horizontal power and defy our common, predatory enemies.

Responsibility for making these links between causes and then building on our mutual commitments is how we earn another world. But if there’s one thing we learned from 2020 about organizing, it’s that our relationships—whether face-to-face or shoulder-to-shoulder on the streets—hold the most value in this world. So, in 2021, we will continue to strengthen these ties that have bound us together with love, care, and communal responsibility.

DTP has in recent years served as a catalyst for anti-colonial, anti-racist, and anti-capitalist tendencies that have now begun to course their way through the elite cultural institutions. Likewise, the early FTP actions of which we were a part helped to pave the way for the long hot summer’s uprising. Some of our favorite museums, however, were a little too hasty in declaring that Black Lives Matter, while doing little else. Decolonization, after all, requires some effort beyond committees for “diversity, inclusion, and equity” that aim to adjust demographics while leaving structures of power, wealth, and property intact. The managers of the art system should be on notice: in 2021, there is no return to normal.

Our work this year will reflect and embody the lessons of 2020. We will deepen our organizing at the scales of the neighborhood and the city, and continue building relationships of solidarity across borders. We will extend our work of studying, learning, and acting in service of abolition and liberation: block by block, from below and to the left, with a diversity of tactics. Stay tuned for updates about a series of initiatives that blur the lines between art, organizing, and action. And always remember, when we breathe, we breathe together.

#decolonizethisplace
PALESTINE
KASHMIR
FERGUSON
THE BRONX
STANDING ROCK
#dignitystrike
The work reflected in these pages, condensing years, helps us breathe. It is only possible because of a deep politics of friendship, an ethos of relational organizing, and a strong belief that not only do things not have to be this way, but in fact we must live as if it could be different based on what we choose to do and how we choose to live. This work is also the product of many people, colleagues, comrades, participants, family members, lovers, friends, and grassroots groups. We thank all those who put in the time and love to usher something powerful and beautiful into the world and to hold space for each other. We also thank those who used their cameras, social media, wrote, took pictures, made videos, brought family and friends, and organized. Movement-generated anything is always better. If any image should have been credited and we did not, we apologize in advance as it was not intentional. Finally, for all those who wonder about wins as a metric of success, we share: we walk, we do not run because we are going very far.

- Decolonize This Place